Pluristem is hiring VP Research

We are looking for an experienced, brilliant, innovative, critical scientific thinking leader to be our VP research and join our management team.

The position includes:
- Managing a large research department
- Responsibility for all preclinical trials
- Work closely with the clinical, development and Quality departments
- Member of the management team and in the future development team
- Strong capabilities to work with global KOLs and to develop scientific collaborators

We are looking for the leadership that wants to develop therapeutics, using applied research approaches while present in depth top notch science. Leading several teams and initiatives from MoA to preclinical and supporting clinical development

Requirements:
- PhD in relevant discipline required
- Minimum six+ years' experience in preclinical research is required, preference to cell culture experience
- Four+ years in managerial positions
- Strong scientific leadership with the motivation to discover the most advanced cell-based products and presenting in-depth understanding mechanism of action and characterization of cells.
- Experience in conducting preclinical studies
- Strong strategic, analytical skills and effective problem-solving skills
- Scientific leadership, open minded thinker, can do approach, strong collaborator
- Fluency in both Hebrew and English

The position is in Haifa, Israel

nofargi@pluristem.com